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Abstract
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To solve the challenge of exploring large information
spaces on interactive surfaces such as tabletops, we
developed an optically tracked, lightweight, passive
display (magic lens) that provides elegant three-dimensional exploration of rich datasets. This can either be
volumetric, layered, zoomable, or temporal information
spaces, which are mapped onto the physical volume
above a tabletop. By moving the magic lens through
the volume, corresponding data is displayed, thus
serving as a window into virtuality. Hereby, various
interaction techniques are introduced, which especially
utilize the lens’ height above a tabletop in a novel way,
e.g. for zooming or displaying information layers.
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Introduction

Related Work

Despite rapid improvements in research and technology
for large displays and interactive surfaces over the past
decade, the physical 3D space above interactive tabletops is still being used rather scarcely. This is because
interaction techniques mostly focus on the tabletop
surface itself. At the same time, information spaces are
growing continuously and thus data filtering and
exploration tasks become more and more challenging.
In this respect, detail and context techniques, such as
the concept of Magic Lenses, are a promising solution.

The Magic Lens concept [1] for presenting customized
views of an underlying application has been a field of
research for many years now. Over the years, this idea
was extended to tangible magic lenses [10] for the
application with tabletop environments.

With PaperLens [9], we introduced a lightweight and
robust handheld display solution that allows the exploration of various information spaces above a tabletop.
This was accomplished by explicitly utilizing the Z-axis
(height above the surface) as an interaction metaphor.
Depending on the nature of the displayed data, we
distinguish between four spaces: the volumetric, layered, zoomable, and temporal information space. By
moving a tracked sheet of paper through the interaction volume, the displayed content adapts according
to the current position with regard to the contextual
tabletop display.

Figure 1. Users can slice through
volumetric information spaces (e.g.
an MRI scan of a human head) by
arbitrarily moving or tilting the
magic lens in the physical 3D space
above a tabletop.

Although the idea of tangible magic lenses and the
interaction above a surface is not entirely new, novel
technological solutions such as [5] and [6] suggest the
strong potential of this research area. In summary, our
main contributions are (I) a technical solution for a
lightweight and untethered tangible lens in a tabletop
environment, (II) the introduction of layered and
temporal information spaces in combination with mobile
lenses, and (III) a systematic classification of different
data types and how they might be effectively explored
with movable lenses.

Various tangible magic lens prototypes have been
developed for spatially aware displays, which differ in
their implementation and application. One of the first
prototypes has been published by Fitzmaurice [2], who
presented a spatially aware palmtop computer for
exploring 3D-situated information spaces for revealing
virtual information associated with real items. Other
examples are Peephole Display by Yee [11] for
exploring 2D virtual workspaces and the metaDESK
system by Ullmer and Ishii [10] for navigating in 3D
geo spaces. Sanneblad and Holmquist use small active
displays (tablet PCs) in combination with large screens
for navigating through 2D geographical maps and for
providing detail and annotation capabilities [7].
However, such systems usually only focus on certain
aspects of spatial data exploration, rarely use the
physical volume above a display and often employ
complicated, expensive or heavy hardware such as
tablet PCs.
In terms of display approach, a general distinction can
be made between active (UMPCs or tablet PCs) and
passive (projection screen) lenses. Usually, passive
lenses, such as paper displays, are more lightweight,
flexible, robust and variable in shape as compared to
their active counterparts. For PaperWindows, Holman et
al. [4] used a top-projector to project a classic WIMP/
desktop environment onto a spatially aware piece of
paper.

(a) Volumetric Info Space

(b) Layered Info Space

(c) Zoomable Info Space

(d) Temporal Info Space

Figure 2: By moving the PaperLens (blue rectangle) through the physical 3D space above the tabletop, i.e. the interaction space
(XiYiZi, green), users can examine four different types of explorable information spaces (XeYeZe, red).

Exploring Information Spaces
In this section, PaperLenses are presented as spatially
aware tangible displays that are suitable for exploring
virtual information spaces in a more natural manner.
Similar to a suggestion of Fitzmaurice [2], the principle
goal was to find a set of meaningful mappings that
translates the movement of a PaperLens in real world
space above a tabletop (the interaction space) into an
intended action in a virtual information space (the
exploration space).

Figure 3. Various layers of
information, in this case
representing different human body
systems, can be chosen from by
lifting and lowering the magic lens.

With the exploration space a virtual 3D volumetric
space is described that is virtually “filled” with the data
the user intends to explore. According to the type and
extent of the data, four different classes of exploration
spaces can be distinguished: volumetric, layered,
zoomable, and temporal information spaces. In order to
let users spatially explore these classes in a more
natural way, appropriate mappings from the interaction
space (XiYiZi) onto the exploration space coordinate
system (XeYeZe) needs to be found. Hereby, all four

classes share a similar mapping in XeYe-space, but
differ conceptually in the third dimension (Ze-axis). In
the following, each class and its corresponding mappings will be discussed in more detail.
Volumetric Information Space
The volumetric information space is a set of 3D samples
(voxels) with a volumetric nature. Typical examples are
datasets acquired via CT or MRI techniques used in the
realm of medical or scientific visualization. Volumetric
data exhibit a continuous form in all three dimensions
and thus allow for a direct linear mapping from (XiYiZi)
onto (XeYeZe), see Figure 2a.
Figure 1 shows a prototype that allows users to slice
through an MRI scan of a human head by arbitrarily
moving and tilting the lens above a tabletop.
Layered Information Space
The layered information space can be defined as a set
of 2D information layers (raster data and/or vector

data) with each layer representing a unique feature of a
model. Layered information spaces are commonly
employed in various application fields, such as
geographic information systems or interactive maps. In
general, these spaces are continuous within a 2D plane
and thus allow for a direct linear mapping from the XiYispace onto the XeYe-space (see Figure 2b). The
mapping from Zi to Ze is not as straightforward. By
dividing the Ze-axis into discreet intervals and by
associating these intervals with distinct layers, a
“volumetric” layered information space is constructed –
with each layer covering a distinct “height” in the
exploration space – that can be mapped directly onto
the interaction space.
Figure 3 shows a prototype that allows medical
students to examine four information layers: the
skeletal, muscular, blood, and nervous systems of the
human body. They can be examined by lifting/lowering
the lens (layer selection) or by horizontally moving the
lens (navigation within a layer).

Figure 4. Users can zoom in/out by
lifting or lowering the lens above a
tabletop. A projected contour line of
the lens on the tabletop visualizes
the lens’ current position within the
image.

Zoomable Information Space
With zoomable information spaces, large continuous 2D
information worlds (e.g. gigapixel images or maps) can
be represented that extend far beyond the tabletop in
their original size. In this context, zooming and panning
usually play an essential role. The concept of spacescale diagrams [4] is a possible way to describe such
spaces. It employs a pyramidal representation of the
information world with the pyramid’s height
representing the level of detail/zoom. This enables the
direct mapping from (XiYiZi)-space onto the (XeYeZe)space in such a way that the pyramid’s Ze-axis is
aligned with the Zi-axis (see Figure 2c). By this means,
depth translation can be interpreted as a scaling

function that allows users to zoom into the information
world by lifting the lens. This metaphor is similar to the
real world experience of many users who bring objects
of interest closer to their eyes in order to examine
them in more detail. At the same time, panning
operations can be expressed by means of XYtranslation.
Figure 4 shows a prototype that allows the exploration
of zoomable information spaces. Here, further details
are revealed from high resolution photographs when
users move the lens up.
Temporal Information Space
Temporal information spaces are a concept for
describing 2D time-dependent data, such as video
sequences. As illustrated in Figure 2d, this is achieved
by virtually stacking layers of time (or time frames) one
upon the other, in order to create a volumetric
description (XeYeZe) of the temporal data with the Zeaxis representing the time or “state”. This volume can
then easily be mapped onto the interaction space
(XiYiZi), which allows users to navigate through time by
lifting/lowering the lens (depth translation).
Additionally, the tabletop can supply a collection of
several temporal datasets (e.g. video snippets) that are
“scattered” over the display (each one represented by a
still image). This enables users to select a piece of
temporal data by simply moving the lens over it (XYtranslation).
Figure 7 shows a prototypic video snippet browser.
Here, two short video sequences (represented as still
images) are arranged on the tabletop display that can
be selected and “watched” as described earlier.

since then. The first prototype as well as a formative
user study was published in [1]. A further developed
concept of the magic lens system was published as a
full paper [9] at the annual conference on Interactive
Tabletops and Surfaces (ACM ITS2009). We also gave a
couple of demos at the local university usually within
the scope of public events or during lab presentations.
All presentations have been perceived very well by the
audience (approx. 200 German visitors, including
children). Furthermore, we demoed our magic lens
system at ITS2009 in Banff, Canada, where we
received very positive feedback from the HCI/ Tabletop
community (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. Demoing PaperLens at ITS2009 in Banff, Canada.

Technical Approach

Figure 7. By moving the magic lens
up and down, users can “watch”
videos. In this way, they can easily
perform basic operations such as
going forward or backward in time
in slow or fast motion.

As illustrated in Figure 6, the general setup of our
system consists of a back-projected tabletop, the
PaperLens (not visible in Figure 6), and a top-projector
and infrared (IR) camera both mounted onto the
ceiling. The PaperLens comes in different shapes, such
as rectangle, squares or circles, made of pressboard or
Plexiglas. The typical size of a PaperLens is in the range
of 20 to 40cm. For tracking, we attached several IRreflective markers (5x5mm) onto the lens corners/
borders. The tracking was implemented via Natural
Point’s OptiTrack Tracking Tools 2.0 with six IR
cameras at 50Hz. Once the position and orientation of a
lens is known, the ceiling-mounted top-projector can be
used to project image content onto the paper lens
display (with perspective correction support).

Presentation History
The implementation of the magic lens system started at
the end of 2008 and the system considerably improved

Figure 6. Demo setup of PaperLens at ITS2009 in Banff.

Conclusion and Future Work
With PaperLens we presented a spatially aware handheld lens. It is a lightweight, flexible, shape-variable
and robust display solution that can be used to explore
four different types of data spaces: the volumetric,
layered, zoomable, and temporal information space.
The PaperLens serves as a window into these virtual
spaces. The interaction is accomplished by moving the
lens in the physical 3D space above a tabletop.
Thereby, we focused on employing the Z-dimension
(height above the tabletop) in order to develop a set of
natural lens navigation techniques. We have implemented prototypes for all of the four classes of information
spaces. More information about PaperLens can be found
in [9].
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